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Abstract
Abstract
Moving objects
objects equipped
equipped with
with locating
locating devices
devices can
can rereMoving
their locations
locations periodically to
to data
data stream
stream servers.
sewers.
port their
With the
the pervasiveness of
of moving
moving objects,
objects, one
one single
single server
sewer
With
cannot support
support all
all objects
objects and
and queries
queries in
in aa wide
wide area.
area. As
cannot
result, multiple
multiple spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal data
data stream
stream management
management
aa result,
systems must
must be
be deployed
deployed and
and thus
thus result
result in
in aa server
sewer netnetsystems
work. It isis vital
vital for servers
sewers in
in the
the network
network to
to collaborate
collaborate
work.
in query
query evaluation.
evaluation. In
In this
this paper,
paper; we
we introduce
introduce PLACE*,
PLACE*,
in
distributed spatio-temporal data
data stream
stream management
management syssysaa distributed
temfor moving
moving objects.
objects. PLACE* supports
supports continuous
continuous movmovtemfor
ing
ing queries
queries that
that hop
hop among
among multiple
multiple regional
regional servers.
sewers. To
To
minimize the
the execution
execution cost,
cost, aa new
new Query-Track-Participate
Query-Track-Participate
minimize
(QTP)query
query processing model
model isis proposed inside
inside PLACE*.
PLACE*.
(QTP)
In the
the QTP
QTP model,
model, aa query
query is
is continuously
continuously answered
answered by
by aa
In
querying server,
sewer; a tracking
tracking server,
sewer; and a set of
of participatquerying
ing servers.
sewers. In this
this paper,
paper; we
we focus on
on distributed
distributed query
query
ing
generation, query
query execution
execution and update
update algorithms
algorithms
plan generation,
answering continuous range
range queries
queries and continuous kkfor answering
QTI? An extenextenNearest-Neighbor queries in
in PLACE* using QTP.
Nearest-Neighbor
experimental study is
is presented to
to demonstrate
demonstrate the
the efefsive experimental
fectiveness of
of the
the proposed algorithms
algorithms on
on the
the scalability
scalability of
of
PLACE *.
PLACE*.

1. Introduction
Introduction
1.
With
With the
the advances
advances of locating
locating technologies
technologies and
and mobile
mobile
devices,
devices, moving
moving objects are
are able
able to
to report
report their
their locations
locationspeperiodically
riodically to
to data
data stream
stream servers
servers while
while they
they move
move in
in space.
space.
Based
Based on
on collected
collected location
location infonnation,
information, spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal
data
data stream
stream management systems
systems are
are deployed
deployed to
to answer
answer
continuous
continuous queries
queries over moving
moving objects.
objects.
Due
Due to
to the
the pervasiveness
pervasiveness of moving
moving objects,
objects, aa single
single data
data
stream
stream server
server can not sustain
sustain excessive
excessive numbers
numbers of movmoving
ing objects and continuous queries
queries for
for a wide
wide area.
area. As a reresult,
sult, a wide
wide area
area is
is usually
usually divided
divided into
into smaller
smaller geographgeographical regions
regions each of which is
is covered by a regional
regional data

(a) Spatial
SpatialPartitions
Partitions
(a)

(b)
(b) Regional
Regional Servers
Servers

Fig. 1.
1. Distributed
DistributedRegional
Regional Servers
Servers
Fig.
stream
stream server.
server.Each
Each regional
regionalserver
server communicates
communicateswith
with only
only
local
local objects
objects and
and processes
processes only
only local
local queries
queries within
within the
the
server's coverage
coverage region.
region. Consequently,
Consequently, the
the regional
regional data
data
stream
stream servers
servers fonn
form aa server
server network.
network. Figure
Figure l(a)
l(a) gives
gives an
an
example
example where
where the
the entire
entire space
space is
is divided
divided to
to six
six regions
regions A to
to
F.
F. Figure
Figure l(b)
l(b) shows
shows aa network
network of six
six regional
regional data
data stream
stream
servers
servers each of which covers
covers aa corresponding
corresponding region
region given
given
in
l(a). An object reports
reports its
its location
location periodically
periodically to
to
in Figure
Figure l(a).
the
the server
server covering
covering its
its current
current location.
location. Note that
that an
an object
object
may
may switch
switch the
the server
server to
to which itit reports
reports based on
on the
the obobject's location
location as
as itit moves.
moves.
Spatio-temporal
Spatio-temporal server
server networks
networks bring
bring new
new challenges
challenges
for
for continuous
continuousquery
query processing.
processing. To
To illustrate
illustrate the
the challenges
challenges
and
and thus
thus motivate
motivate our work,
work, we
we consider
consider the
the following
following ilillustrative
lustrative query
query example.
example. The
The first
first query
query is
is aa continuous
continuous
range
range query
query over
over aa data
data stream
stream server
servernetwork
network while
while the
the secsecond query
query is
is aa continuous
continuous k-Nearest-Neighbor
k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN)
(kNN) query
query
over
over the
the network.
network.
Query
Query I.I. Refer
Refer to
to Figure
Figure 2(a).
2(a). Assume
Assume that
that in
in aa batbattlefield,
ql:
tlefield, aa commander
commander may
may issue
issue the
the following
following query
query ql:
"Continuously,
"Continuously, inform
inform Commander
Commander ii with
with allfriendly
all friendly units
units
that are within
f ". In Figure 2(a),
2(a),
within ten
ten miles
miles from Soldier f".
the circles
circles represent
represent the query
query region at different
different times
times as
as ff
moves.
moves. ql has
has the following
following characteristics:
characteristics: (I)
(1) ql must be

(a) ql:
q~: Range Query

(b) q2:
q 2 : kNN
lcNN Query
Query

Fig.
Fig. 2. Example:
Example: Continuous
Continuous Queries
Queries

answered collectively and continuously
continuously by regional
regional servers
servers
ql's query region.
region.
coverage regions
regions overlap
overlap with ql'S
whose coverage
f's move, the overlapping regions
regions between ql
(2) During !,s
and regional servers
servers continuously
continuously change. Further, the set of
regional
dynamically changes
changes as
regional servers
servers that ql hops among dynamically
some servers
servers become overlapped and some other servers
servers no
long overlap
overlap with ql.
ql . (3) Possibly,
Possibly, the focal
focal object f resides
in a regional server that is different from
from the server of the
query issuer i.i. To enable query updating, effective mechanisms must be established
established between the server of f and
objects including i and f may
the server of i.i. (4) Moving objects
change their regional servers
servers as they move.
move. Proper handoff
procedures must be designed to ensure
ensure the continuity
continuity and
correctness
processing as objects
correctness of query processing
objects and/or query issuers
suers move from one regional
regional server to another.
another.
Query II.
11. Refer to Figure 2(b).
2(b). Assume that Sheriff ii
wants to track the three nearest police cars during
during her travel
in region A, E
E and D. She submits
submits the following
following query:
query:
"Continuously, send Sheriffi
Sheriff i the position of
of the three near"Continuously,
characteristics of ql apply to q2.
92.
est police cars". All the characteristics
However, for q2,
qa, the query size depends
depends on the answer region (the minimal circular region containing
containing the kIc nearest
objects
objects of the focal
focal object) that changes
changes dynamically durduring query execution. In Figure 2(b),
2(b), the circles
circles represent
represent the
changing
changing answer region at different
different time points. The answer
region changes
moves. Morechanges whenever the focal
focal object ii moves.
over, even when ii remains
remains stationary,
stationary, the answer region
over,
objects. Consekeeps changing due to movements of data objects.
quently, the set of servers
servers that collaborate
collaborate in answering the
quently,
query dynamically
dynamically changes.
changes.
Motivated by the above
above challenges,
challenges, we develop
develop the
PLACE*
system,
a
distributed
spatio-temporal
PLACE* system, distributed spatio-temporal data stream
management system over moving objects.
objects. PLACE*
PLACE* supports distributed continuous
continuous spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal queries
queries over
regional spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal data stream servers
servers
a network of regional
(PLACE
(PLACE servers).
servers). Query processing in PLACE*
PLACE* is based on
a unique Query-Track-Participate
Query-Track-Participate(QTP) model.
model. In QTP,
QTP, a
regional
regional server collaborates
collaborates in answering a query q based on

the server's role(s) with respect to q, i.e.,
i.e., a querying
querying server,
a tracking server, or a participating server to q.
q. The QTP
model is scalable
scalable and is designed
designed to minimize
minimize communicommunication cost while avoid computation
computation bottlenecks.
bottlenecks. Based on
the QTP model, efficient distributed
distributed query processing
processing and
query updating algorithms
algorithms are proposed.
proposed. PLACE* supports
supports
objects
objects moving among
among regional
regional servers
servers while keeping continuity and correctness
processing. This is achieved
correctness of query processing.
achieved
by providing
providing query handoffprocedures to ship partial query
plans from
from old regional servers
servers to new ones.
ones. To the best
of the authors' knowledge, PLACE*
PLACE* is the first system
system that
supports
supports continuous
continuous spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal queries
queries over moving
objects
objects in distributed data stream
stream management systems.
systems.
In this paper, we focus
focus on the distributed
distributed continuous
continuous
query processing algorithms
algorithms in PLACE*.
PLACE*. The contributions
contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows.
follows.

introduce the Query-Track-Participate
Query-Track-Participate (QTP)
(QTP)
•a We introduce
model for distributed continuous query processing inside
side the PLACE*
PLACE* system.
system.
algorithms for continuous range
•a We propose efficient algorithms
query and continuous
continuous kNN query processing in
PLACE*.
PLACE*. Specifically,
Specifically, the algorithms
algorithms cover initializinitializing, executing and updating
updating distributed
distributed query plans.
Efficient handoff algorithms
algorithms are also proposed to support queries
queries and/or objects that switch servers.
servers.
comprehensive set of experiments
experiments that
•a We present a comprehensive
demonstrate the scalability
scalability and effectiveness
effectiveness of the
demonstrate
PLACE*
PLACE* system.
system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
follows.
Section 2 highlights
Section 3 gives an
Section
highlights the related work. Section
overview to the PLACE* system.
system. In Section
Section 4, we present
algorithms for processing
distributed continuous range
the algorithms
processing distributed
queries
queries in PLACE*.
PLACE*. In Section
Section 5,
5, we present the algorithms
algorithms
to process distributed
distributed continuous kNN queries.
queries. ExperimenExperimental evaluations
evaluations of the PLACE*
PLACE* system are given in SecSection 6.
6. Finally, Section
Section 7 concludes
concludes the paper.
paper.

Related Work
2. Related
several research prototypes of data stream
There are several
management systems.
systems. Examples
Examples of the prototypes
prototypes include TelegraphCQ
NiagaraCQ [10],
TelegraphCQ [8],
[8], NiagaraCQ
[ 101, PSoup [9],
[9],
STREAM [4, 21],
211, Aurora [1],
[I], NILE [13],
[13], PIPES [7],
[7], and
[24]. One common characteristic
characteristic of the above
above sysCAPE [24].
tems is that moving objects and continuous queries are processed in a centralized fashion.
fashion.
continuous query processing over data
Distributed continuous
streams has been addressed in the literature.
literature. Distributed Edstreams
[30] has policies
routing tuples between operators
operators
dies [30]
policies for routing
adaptive distributed
distributed stream query plan. Aurora* [11]
[l 11
of an adaptive

[I]. It focuses on scalabilscalabilis a distributed version of Aurora [1].
infrastructure, adaptive load manity in the communication infrastructure,
[26] addresses
addresses
agement, and high system availability.
availability. Flux [26]
agement,
the challenges of detrimental imbalances
imbalances as workload conditions change during execution of continuous queries. Borealis [2]
[2] addresses the issues of dynamically revising query
results and query specifications
specifications during query execution.
execution. DCAPE [16]
extends
CAPE
[24]
to
work
over
a cluster of
[16]
[24]
controller. D-CAPE is
query processors using a centralized controller.
designed to distribute query plans and monitor the performance of each query processor with minimal communication between the controller and query processors.
processors. However,
none of the previous work has addressed the challenges of
processing continuous spatio-temporal queries over objects
that move among distributed servers.
servers.
Recent research efforts focus on continuous query processing in spatio-temporal database management systems,
e.g., answering stationary range queries [6,
[6, 231,
23], continue.g.,
[12, 32],
321, continuous Ic-nearest-neighbor
ous range queries [12,
k-nearest-neighbor
queries [15,
[15, 22, 27, 28, 29, 31],
311, and generic query process[14, 18]).
181). In contrast to PLACE*,
ing [14,
PLACE*, these works assume
that all object data and queries are processed by a centralserver.
ized server.
PLACE* is part of the PLACE (Pervasive
(Pervasive LocationAware Computing Environment)
[3] at Purdue UniEnvironment) project [3]
versity.
PLACE* is a distributed data stream management
versity. PLACE*
servers [17,
[17,
system built on top of a set of regional PLACE servers
18,20,
191. PLACE*
supporting con18,
20, 19].
PLACE* distinguishes itself by supporting
tinuous spatio-temporal queries over a set of distributed
regional (PLACE)
(PLACE) servers where both queries and objects
constantly move.

3. Overview of The PLACE* System
3.1. PLACE*
PLACE* Distributed Environment
The PLACE*
PLACE* distributed environment consists of a set
of n regional servers.
servers. Each regional server covers some geographical region. Regions covered by two regional
regional servers
are allowed to overlap.
Home Server Each mobile object 0o permanently registers with one regional server.
server. Upon registration,
registration, 0o gets a lifetime globally-unique identifier with its server identifier as a
prefix. This is similar to what happens in a cellular phone
prefix.
network; a subscriber in the Greater Lafayette Area (in Inassigned a phone number starting
starting with an
diana, USA) is assigned
area code of 765. The subscriber keeps the same number
even if she roams somewhere else. The permanently regisserver
tered server of an object 0o is referred to as the home sewer
of o
0 (HS(o)).
HS(o) can be identified by simply check(HS(o)). HS(o)
ing the prefix of o's
0's global identifier.
identifier.
Visited Server A moving object 0o moves freely
freely in space
and reports its location periodically to the server covering

i

Focal
iupdsles

!

nnal ~
FInal
Resulg
Resul~

iq

Fig. 3. The QTP
aTP Model
Model
o's
locations. The server that 0o currently reports to
0's current locations.
is referred to as the visited server of 0o (VS(o)).
(VS(o)). If
If 0o lies
in a common region covered by multiple servers, 0o selects
its visited server based on pre-defined criteria such as signal strength.
strength. When 0o switches its visited server (as 0o roams),
the home server of o0 (HS(o))
(HS(o)) is notified about this switch
HS(o) is always aware of the current VS(o).
so that HS(o)
VS(o).

3.2. Regional PLACE Servers
servers [19,
[19, 20]
201 are employed
employed in PLACE*
PLACE servers
PLACE* as
regional data stream
stream servers.
servers. Regional
Regional PLACE servers
servers are
connected with each other through high-speed reliable
wired networks.
time-synchronized.
networks. Regional servers are time-synchronized.
The spatial region covered by any regional server is global
information. Each server periodically advertises its presinformation.
network. Inside every reence by flooding over the wired network.
server, a Regional Server Table
Table (RST)
(RST) is
gional PLACE server,
maintained to keep information including the server identifiers, the coverage regions and the network addresses
addresses of
all the servers.
servers.
spatio-temporal
A regional PLACE server processes spatio-temporal
region. In a
queries based on the data stream
stream of its local region.
PLACE server,
server, a query is processed in an incremental manner. Based on the updates of moving objects, a PLACE
ner.
continuously outputs positive or negative answer tuserver continuously
ples. A positive tuple implies that the tuple is to be added
into the previous query answer set.
set. A negative tuple implies
implies
that the tuple is no longer valid and is to be removed from
the previous
set. The incremental query processing
previous answer set.
processing
algorithms
algorithms inside a single PLACE server have been exten[19, 20, 18,
18, 17].
171. To simplify
simplify our discusdiscussively studied in [19,
(participating) PLACE
sion, in the paper we view regional (participating)
servers as black boxes that accept query registrations
registrations and
output positivelnegative
positive/negative answer tuples according to local
streams.
streams.

3.3. The QTP Model
PLACE* processes
processes distributed
distributed continuous spatiospatiotemporal queries through its unique Query-TrackQuery-TrackParticipate (QTP)
(QTP) model. In the QTP model, a query
q is answered collaboratively
collaboratively by a querying server, a tracktracking server, and a set of participating servers.

Notation
HS(o)
HS(o)
VS(o)
VS(o)
QS(q)
QS(q)
TS(q)
TS(q)
PS(q)
PS(q)
RST
R
ST

Definition
Definition
Home server of object 0o
Visited server of object 0o
Querying server of query q
Tracking server of query q
Participating
Participating server of query q
Regional server table

B

Table 1. Table of Notations
Notations
Definition
server QS(q)
Definition 1 For a query q,
q, the querying sewer
QS(q) is
the regional sewer
server that q's issuer object iiq
q currently belongs to,
to, i.e., QS(q)
QS(q) = VS(i
VS(z,).
q).
Definition
server TS(q)
Definition 2 For a query q, the tracking sewer
TS(q) is the
regional sewer
server that q'sfocal
q's focal object ffqq currently belongs to,
to,
i.e.,
i.e., TS(q)
TS(q) =
= VS(fq).
VS(f,).
Definition
Foraa query q, a participating sewer
server PS(q)
PS(q) is
Definition 3 For
a regional sewer
server that currently participates in answering q.
q.
The QTP model is depicted in Figure 3. In this figure,
figure,
PSI(q),
PS2 (q), ...
PSm (q) stand for m
PSl
(q), PSz(q),
. . . PS,(q)
m different particiPS(q)s are responsible
responsible for propating servers
servers for query q.
q. PS(q)s
cessing q locally
P S (q) s' local coverage
locally within PS(q)sY
coverage regions.
regions.
PS(q)s provide local query result fragments
PS(q)s
fragments to QS(q).
QS(q).
QS(q)
QS(q) is responsible
responsible for assembling
assembling result fragments
fragments from
from
P S( q)s and transmits
PS(q)s
transmits final
final assembled
assembled query result to ii,.q .
QS(q)
PS(q)s
responsible for updating
updating the set of PS(q)s
QS(q) is also responsible
and coordinating
PS(q)s. TS(q)
coordinating query updates with PS(q)s.
TS(q) is reforwarding the upsponsible for tracking updates of ff,q and forwarding
sponsible
QS(q). It is worthy to mention that for a query q, a
dates to QS(q).
regional server may act as a combination
combination of the above
above roles.
regional
Example. Consider ql in Figure 2(a). When ql starts (re(reExample.
fer to the shaded circle), QS(ql)
QS(ql) is server A since ql'S
ql's istime. T
TS(ql)
S( ql) is server C
suer object i belongs to A at that time.
ql's
servers
as ql
's focal object ff belongs to C. PS(ql)s
P S( ql)S include servers
overlaps the coverage space of these two
C and F as ql overlaps
servers. At the last timestamp (refer to the last dashed circirservers.
cle), QS(qI)
QS(q1) changes to server D as i belongs to D. Then,
T
S(qI) changes to server A as ff belongs to A. The PS(q1)s
PS(ql)S
TS(q1)
overlaps the coverage space
consist of server A and B as ql overlaps
of these two servers.
servers.
The QTP model has the following
following desirable
desirable properties:
ties: (1)
(1) It classifies
classifies the responsibilities
responsibilities of regional
regional servers
servers
clearly. (2)
(2) It supports flexible
flexible query types by allowing
allowing
clearly.
different from
from the query fofothe query issuer object to be different
cal object.
object. (3)
(3) It avoids
avoids bottlenecks
bottlenecks by pushing local proservers. (4)
(4) It mincessing down to participating regional servers.
imizes the communication
communication cost. Users issue queries to and
obtain query answers
answers from the currently
currently visited server without message
message forwarding
forwarding through other servers.
servers.
The notations
notations used throughout the paper are summarized
summarized
in Table 1.
1.

(a)
(a) Snapshot
Snapshot Series
Series

(b) Between to
t o and htl

Fig. 4. Snapshots
Snapshots of Range
Range Query Example
Example

Continuous Range Query
4. Distributed Continuous
In this section,
section, we focus
focus on distributed continuous range
query processing inside PLACE*.
PLACE*. To make the proposed algorithms generic,
generic, we assume
assume that the query issuer of a query
q is different from the query focal object of q.
q. The proposed algorithms
algorithms apply directly to the case that the query
issuer object and the query focal object are identical.
identical. Further, it is straightforward
straightforward to apply the algorithms
algorithms to static
static
execution.
range queries that do not move during query execution.
Throughout this section,
section, ql in Figure 2(a) is used as an
illustrative example.
example. Figure 4(a) re-plots ql using discrete
discrete
illustrative
time points (to,
(to, h,
tl, etc.). Every time point represents a time
when focal object f reports a new location and thus causes
query updating. Without loss of generality,
generality, we assume
assume that
ql is issued at time to.
to.

Generation
4.1. Initial Plan Generation
PLACE*, an issuer i submits a query q to i's visited
In PLACE*,
VS(i).
VS(i)
assigns q a global query identifier with
server V
S( i). V
S( i) assigns
VS(i) starts the
VS(i)'s server identifier as a prefix. Then, VS(i)
process of generating
generating an initial execution plan for q.
q. This
namely, focal localization,
process consists of three phases, namely,focallocalization,
assembler operator generation, and local plan generation.
Localization. q's query range can be deterdeterPhase I: Focal Localization.
mined only after the location of the focal object f is oblocalization obtains the current location of f
tained. Focal localization
VS( f ). VS(i)
VS(i) requests VS(f)
VS( f ) to
from f's visited server VS(f).
VS(i). Focal localization
localization takes place
send updates of f to VS(i).
in two round-trip steps.
steps.
VS(i)++HS( f ) : VS(i)
VS(i) requests the server identiidenti1. VS(i){=:=:?HS(f):
1.
S (f ). Notice
fier of VS(f)
VS(f ) from f's home server H
fier
HS(f).
VS(i) is aware of H
S ( f ) by checking the prethat VS(i)
HS(f)
off's
S ( f ) acknowledges
acknowledges by
fix of
f's life-time identifier. H
HS(f)
VS(
f ) to V
VS(i).
returning the server identifier of V
S(f)
S(i).

TS(q):!
ServerC

Updale~
01 focal

output

B
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!
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TS(q): i~outPUI
QS(q):Server A.
Server C !
PST
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from Server F

PS(q): Server
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(a) Query plan
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Local stroom
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includes one entry per PS(q).
includes
PS(q). Part 3 and 4 contain q's local plans in server C and F (serving as PS(q)s),
PS(q)s), respec10mi) represents
represents the query region centered at
tively. R(ft,,
R(fto' lOmi)
tively.
1's
f's location (at time to)
to) with a radius of 10
10 miles.

4.2. Distributed
Distributed Query Execution
4.2.

Lac" stroom

from SelVer C:

from SalVer F

c1

PS(q):
PS(q):server
Sewer B / PS(q):
PS(q): Server C[ PS(q):
PS(q): server
Sewer F
(b)
t,
(b) Query plan at time I,

Example: Query Plan
Plan InitializaInitializaFig. 5. Example:
tion/Updating
tionlupdating

V S ( i ) e V S (f ) : VS(i)
VS(i) subscribes
subscribes 1's
f's current loca2. VS(i)~VS(f):
subscription, VS(i)
VS(i) sends
tion from VS(f). In the subscription,
f's object identifer (aidj)
(oidf) along with q's query iden1's
(qid,)
VS( f ). Upon receiving the subscripsubscriptifier (qid
q ) to VS(f).
V S ( f ) stores the pair of (aidj,
(oidf, qid
qid,)q ) in a fortion, VS(f)
tion,
farwarding request table so that future updates of f can
VS(i).
VS(
f ) acknowledges
acknowledges by sendbe forwarded to V
S( i). V
S(f)
VS(i).
f's current location back to VS(i).
ing 1's
VS(i) is referred to as QS(q)
QS(q)
After focal localization, VS(i)
VS(f ) is referred to as TS(q).
TS(q).
and VS(f)
Phase II:
11: Assembler Operator Generation.
Generation. After q's
QS(q)
query range is determined, QS(q) continues to determine
PS(q)s. QS(q)
PSet(q), i.e., the set of PS(q)s.
QS(q) searches the Regional Server Table
Table (RST)
(RST) using q's
g's range.
range. Recall that the
RST stores all servers' information including
including coverage regions. For range queries, all regional
regional servers whose coverage regions overlap q are included in PSet(q).
PSet(q).
QS(q)
QS(q) generates an assembler operator based on
PSet(q). An assembler operator stores query result fragPSet(q).
fragPS(q)s and generments from all participating servers PS(q)s
ates the final
final query result. The assembler
assembler operator maintains a participating
participating server table (PST).
PS(q),
(PST). For every PS(q),
from
there is one PST entry containing the local result from
the corresponding PS(q).
PS(q). A PST entry is of the form
(PSid, Result), where P
S i d is the identifier
identifier of a PS(q)
(PSid,
PSid
PS(q)
and Result is the local result set sent from a PS(q).
PS(q).
111: Local Plan Generation.
Generation.After generating the asasPhase III:
sembler operator, QS(q)
QS(q) sends q along with 1's
f's location to
all the servers in PSet(q).
PSet(q). Upon receiving the request,
request, a
PS(q)
P
S ( q ) generates a local query plan based on the query processing engine of the regional PLACE server.
server.
Example.
Example. Figure 5(a) gives the initialized
initialized distributed
distributed query
plan for the query shown in Figure 4(a) with respect to time
to.
to. The plan consists of four parts at different servers.
servers. Part 1
lies in server C (serving as TS(q))
TS(q)) which forwards
forwards 1's
f's update to QS(q).
QS(q). Part 2 lies in server A (serving
(serving as QS(q))
QS(q))
which contains the assembler operator.
operator. Notice that the PST

section, we present the execution
execution algorithms
algorithms for
In this section,
distributed range queries after the query plan has been established. We assume
assume that the query range does not move
tablished.
execution. Handling
Handling query movement is addressed
during execution.
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
After the plan for a continuous range query q is generated,
P S (q) s treat q as a local query and process q indepenated, PS(q)s
indepenstreams. Then, the PS(q)s
PS(q)s send
dently based on local object streams.
incremental
QS(q). PLACE* distinguishes
distinguishes
incremental local results
results to QS(q).
two different types of range queries,
non-aggregate
queries, namely, non-aggregate
queries.
queries and aggregate queries.
Non-aggregate Range Query.
Query. This type of range query
Non-aggregate
asks for moving objects within the query range without
aggregations.
aggregations. ql in Figure 2(a) is an example of a nonquery. For non-aggregate range queries,
queries, the
aggregate range query.
PS(q)s send positive and negative object tuples to QS(q)
PS(q)s
QS(q)
directly without performing aggregations.
aggregations. Upon receiving
directly
an object tuple t from a PS(q),
PS(q), the assembler operator of
QS(q)
QS(q) inserts t (positive
(positive tuple t) into or removes t (negative tuple t) from the previous result set of PS(q)'s PST entry, according
positive or negative property.
property.
according to t's positive
Aggregate Range Query.
Query. The second type of range query
asks
asks for aggregated result within the query range.
range. Currently, the aggregate
aggregate queries supported in PLACE*
PLACE* are
COUNT(), MINO
MIN() and MAXO.
MAX(). COUNTO
COUNT() reports
reports the total
COUNTO,
MIN()/MAX()
range. MINOIMAXO
number of objects within the query range.
reports the object whose coordinate is the smallest/largest
smallesdlargest
reports
along the x- or y-axis within the query range.
range. An exexMIN()/MAX() query is to return the object
ample of a MINOIMAXO
whose location is west-most/east-most
west-mosdeast-most among all the objects within the query range.
range. For aggregate
aggregate range queries,
queries,
the PS(q)s
PS(q)s perform the aggregations
aggregations (COUNTO,
(COUNT(), MINO,
MAXO)
MAX()) over local results before sending the aggregated
aggregated result to QS(q).
PS(q)s
QS(q). Pushing aggregations
aggregations down to the PS(q)s
minimizes the communication costs between the PS(q)s
QS(q). When the assembler operator of QS(q)
QS(q) receives
and QS(q).
a new aggregated answer tuple t from a PS(q),
PS(q), the assemassembler operator stores t in PST as the latest result from the
PS(q).
QS(q) calculates
calculates the final
final query result by aggregataggregatP S(q). QS(q)
COUNT(),
from PS(q)s.
ing among the local results from
PS(q)s. For COUNTO,
final result is the sum of the local COUNTO
COUNT() numbers
numbers
the final
MIN()/MAX(), the final
final result is the
from the PS(q)s.
PS(q)s. For MINOIMAXO,
smallesdlargest coordinate along the given
object with the smallest/largest
MIN()/MAX() objects from
from the
axis among all the local MINOIMAXO
PS(q)s.
PS(9)s.

ject. By comparing
comparing oi with 04,
04, server A updates the final
final
o~.
result to 0;.
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3
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Fig. 6. Example:
Example: Range
Range Query
Query Execution
Execution
Fig.
Example. Figure 4(b) gives a snapshot
snapshot for the query shown
Example.
4(a). The grey points represent the locations
locations of
in Figure 4(a).
four objects
ol to 04
04 at time to,
to, while the black points repobjects 01
locations of the four objects
objects at some time between
resent the locations
toandt
to and tl.
1.
Assume that the query given in Figure 4(b) is a nonaggregate query asking for the identifers
identifers of all objects
objects inaggregate
range. Figure 6(a) illustrates
illustrates the query exeside the query range.
to, the query result consists
consists of 01,
01,
process. At time to,
cution process.
from server C and 02
0 2 from
from server F. After some time, the
03 from
4(b). When 01
01 leaves
objects move as illustrated
illustrated in Figure 4(b).
objects
server C and enters server F, server C reports a negative tuple for 01
01 while server F reports
reports a positive tuple for oi
0:. . SimSimilarly, server F reports a negative tuple for 02
0 2 when 02
02 moves
ilarly,
range. Notice that server C does
does not report
out of the query range.
remains in the query range after 03 moves.
moves. o;
03 when 03 remains
o~
0 4 moves
is reported by server C as a positive tuple when 04
range. Server A receives
receives these result tuto inside the query range.
ples and update its PST incrementally.
incrementally.At the end of the execution, the final
final result consists
consists of ob,
ecution,
o~, ok
o~ from server C and
from server F.
oi from
Now assume
assume that the query given in Figure 4(b) is a
MAX() aggregate
aggregate query asking for the east-most
east-most object
MAXO
6(b) illustrates
illustrates the query exwithin the query range. Figure 6(b)
to, the query result is 01
01 by comcomecution process.
ecution
process. At time to,
paring 01
01 (the east-most
east-most object from
from server C) with 02
0 2 (the
east-most object from
from server F).
F). When 01
01 leaves server C
east-most
enters server F, 03 becomes the new east-most
east-most object in
and enters
east-most object in server
server C and oi becomes the new east-most
Therefore, 03 and oi are sent to server A by server C and
F. Therefore,
respectively. Server A then calculates
calculates oi as the new reF, respectively.
sult. Later, the movement of 02
0 2 does not affect the local
sult.
result of server F, so no update is sent to server A. When
sends ob
lo03 moves, server C sends
o~ to server A to update the loresult. However,
However, this update does
does not cause a change in
cal result.
final result.
result. Finally,
Finally, ok
04
the final
o~ is reported by server C when 04
east-most obmoves into server C and becomes the local east-most

queries focusing
focusing on this object
When an object moves, queries
ranges. In this case,
case, the former query
change their query ranges.
plans must be updated timely based on the new query range.
In this section,
section, we concentrate
concentrate on updating
updating a query plan
focal object moves within the same viswhen the query's focal
server.
ited server.
Updating an existing
existing query plan in PLACE*
PLACE* follows
follows
Updating
namely, focal update forwarding, assembler
three phases, namely,
updating and local plan updating.
operator updating
Update Forwarding.
Forwarding. A moving object 0o
Phase I: Focal Update
PLACE* periodically reports
reports location
location updates
0's visin PLACE*
updates to o's
VS(o). Upon receiving
receiving o's
0's update,
VS(o) looks
looks
ited server VS(o).
update, VS(o)
forwards the new upup the forwarding request table and forwards
servers that have subscribed
subscribed to
date to all regional PLACE servers
o's
0's updates. Note that one server may have subscribed
subscribed to o's
0's
different query.
query.
update for multiple times, each time for a different
forwarding, VS(o)
VS(o) forwards
forwards every o's
0's
To avoid redundant forwarding,
subscriptions
update to a server only once even if multiple subscriptions
have been sent from
from this server.
server.
11: Assembler Operator
Operator Updating.
Updating. Q
QS(q)
Phase II:
S (q) updates
forwarded update of q's fofoq's assembler operator after the forwarded
algorithm for updating
updating an ascal object f is received. The algorithm
sembler
QS(q) is given in Table 2. The algosembler operator at QS(q)
starts by obtaining
obtaining the old set of PS(q)s
rithm starts
PS(q)s from the
1). Based on q's
PST inside the assembler operator (Step 1).
calculated by
new query range, the new set of PS(q)s
PS(q)s is calculated
searching the regional server table (RST)
(RST) for the regional
regional
searching
servers overlapping
overlapping q's new range (Step 2). Comparing
Comparing the
servers
sets
old set of PS(q)s
PS(q)s against the new set of PS(q)s,
PS(q)s, three sets
regional servers
servers are calculated,
calculated, namely,
namely, regional servers
servers
of regional
regional servers
servers removed as expired
PS(q)s, regional
added as new PS(q)s,
PS(q)s,
regional servers
servers remaining
remaining as PS(q)s
PS(q)s, and regional
PS(q)s (Step 3).
servers newly added as PS(q)s,
algorithm
P S (q) s, the algorithm
For regional servers
command. The query regsends to them a query registration command.
istration command contains the query q as well as f's location. For regional servers
servers that no longer serve as PS(q)s,
PS(q)s, a
tion.
servers.
command is sent to terminate q's execution in these servers.
servers that remain in PSet, a query update
For regional servers
(Step
command along with f's new location is sent to them (Step
4).
4).
111: Local Plan Updating.
Updating. In this phase, commands
commands
Phase III:
QS(q) in Phase II
I1 are received by regional servers.
servers.
sent by QS(q)
If the query registration command is received by a regional
regional
If
server, the server generates
generates a query plan locally.
locally. This proserver,
cess is the same as the phase of local plan generation in
Section 4.1. If
If the query dropping
dropping command is received, the
Section
server terminates the query's local plan.

RangeAssemUpd(Range f, P
S T , RST)
Algorithm RangeAssemUpd(Rangef>
PST,
INPUT:
f : query range based on the update off
off
INPUT: Range
Ranger
PST: the Participating Server Table
Table
RST: the Regional Server Table
RST:
Table
= the set of participating
servers in PST;
1 PSetold
P S etold =
participating servers
2 PSet,,,
P S et new = the set of regional servers
servers overlapping
overlapping
searching RST);
RST);
with Range
Range! (through searching
3 Compare PSet,,,
PSet new against PSetold;
PSetold;
3.1
3.1
Snew
PSet new - PSetold;
PSetold;
S,,, =
= PSet,,,
Sold
PSetold - PSetnew;
PSet new ;
3.2
Sold =
= PSetold
3.3
3.3
Scur
=
PSetold n
PSet new ;
SCUT
= PSetold
n PSet,,,;
4 For every server Sin:
S in:
4.1
S,,,:
q;
4.1
Snew:
send register request for q;
S in P
ST;
insert a new entry for S
PST;
Sold:send drop request for q;
q;
4.2
Sold:
drop the entry for S
PST;
S from P
ST;
4.3
4.3
Scur:
S,,,: send update request for q;
q;

Updating
Table 2. Assembler Operator Updating
If the query update command is received by a regional
regional
If
server,
server, the server updates
updates q's local plan by re-calculating
re-calculating q's
f's new location.
location. If
If the query range
query range based on 1's
result, the updates
update causes a change in the local query result,
QS(q).
to the query result are sent to QS(q).
distributed query
Example. Figure 5(b) gives the updated distributed
plan for the query q shown in Figure 4(a). The plan is upf's new location.
location. In Figure 5(b),
dated at time tl based on 1's
colors. Following
the updated parts are plotted in shaded colors.
the plan update process, server B is added as a new particoverlaps q's new query
ipating server as its coverage space overlaps
range. Then a new entry for server B is inserted to the PST
range.
generates a local plan
assembler operator.
operator. Server B generates
of the assembler
registration
(Part 5) for q once server B receives the query registration
command from server A. Server C and F remain as q's participating servers.
servers. q's query ranges in server C and Fare
F are
ticipating
f's new location
location when the query update
updated based on 1's
servers.
commands from server A are received by these two servers.
commands

4.4. Query Plan Shipping
Shipping
space, 0o may switch its visWhen an object 0o moves in space,
ited server when 0o leaves the coverage
coverage space
space of the old
(VSold(o))
enters the coverage
coverage space
space
Sold( 0)) and enters
visited server (V
(VS,,,(o)).
of the new visited server (VSnew(o)).
Similar to cellular
procedures are carried out
251, handoff procedures
phone networks
networks [5,
[5, 25],
PLACE* to transfer information of 0o between VSold(O)
VSold(0)
in PLACE*
VS,,,
( 0 ) .However in PLACE*, handoff procedures
and V
Snew (0).
procedures
need to guarantee the continuity and correctness
correctness of query
processing. In PLACE*,
processing.
PLACE*, an object 0o may move as a fofocal object of some queries and/or
andlor move as an issuer object
of some other queries. Accordingly, the handoff procedure
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Fig. 7. Assembler Operator Shipping
Shipping
Fig.
PLACE* consists of two phases, namely,forwarding
namely, forwarding rerein PLACE*
quest shipping and assembler operator shipping.
If 0o is the fofoPhase I: Forwarding Request Shipping. If
0's updates are forwarded to
queries, o's
cal object of some queries,
VS(o). When 0o
corresponding querying
querying servers
servers by VS(o).
the corresponding
VSold(o) to VSnew(o),
VS,,, (o), VSnew(o)
VS,,, (0) instead of
from VSold(O)
moves from
VSold(O)
VSold(o) is responsible to forward
forward o's
0's updates.
updates. Consider
Consider
example given in Figure 4(a), server B is responsible
responsible
the example
t z when f
forwarding 1's
f's updates to server A after time t2
for forwarding
three-stepforwarding request shipmoves to server B. The three-step
ping phase transfers the update forwarding
ping
forwarding requests regardVSold(0) to VSnew(o).
VSnew(0).
ing object 0o from VSold(O)
Sl:
S 1: VSold(O)
VSold(0) searches
searches the forwarding request table (FRT,
(FRT,
short) for the corresponding
corresponding entries
entries of o.
o. V
VSold(o)
for short)
Sold (0)
sends the found
found entries
entries to V
VS,,,
(0).
sends
Snew (0).

S2: V
VS,,,
(0) inserts received entries
entries to local FRT and acS2:
Snew (0)
knowledges.
knowledges.
S3:
Sold (0) removes the forwarding
VSold(o)
forwarding entries
entries of 0o from loS3: V
cal FRT.
Phase II:
11: Assembler Operator Shipping. If
If 0o issues a
VS(o).
assembler operator for q is generated in V
S( 0).
query q, an assembler
When 0o moves from VSold(O)
VSold(o) to VSnew(o),
VS,,,(o),
the assemassemVSold(o)to
bler operator of q should be transferred from
from VSold(O)
VS,,,
(0).
Consider
the
example
given
in
Figure
4(a), the
VSnew(o).
assembler operator is transferred from
from server A to server E
assembler
t3 when ii moves from server A to server E.
at time t3
The assembler operator shipping process is performed
for each query q issued by o.
o. This process aims to minimize
the suspension time of query execution.
execution. More importantly,
importantly,
guarantees that object tuples are neither duplithe process guarantees
during the transfer while the execution
execution order
cated nor lost during
illustrates the
of object tuples remains unchanged. Figure 7 illustrates
four-step
process.
four-step assembler operator shipping process.

S1: VSold(O)
VSold(o)sends q to VSnew(O).
VS,,, (0). VSnew(O)
VS,,, (0) generates
generates
Sl:
assembler operator that is the same as the assembler
an assembler
VSold(o).
Sold (0).
operator in V

I

S2:
S2: VSold(O)
VSold(o)notifies
notifies PS(q)s
PS(q)s to send future
future result fragfragments
of
q
to
VSnew(O).
Also,
VSold(o) notifies
notifies
ments
to VSnew(o). Also, VSold(O)
TTS(q)
S (q) to
Snew (0).
to send
send future
future updates of ff to V
VSnew(o).
Later
on,
result
fragments
and
focal
updates
sent to
Later on, result fragments
focal
VVSnew(o)
Snew (0) will be buffered in V
Snew
(0)
temporarily.
VSne,(o) temporarily.
Then,
Then, VSold(O)
VSold(0) waits
waits for
for the acknowledgements
acknowledgements from
from
the
PS(q)s and TS(q)
TS(q) while the assembler
assembler operator
the PS(q)s
in
VSold(o)continues
continues to execute
execute until the acknowlacknowlin VSold(O)
edgements
edgements from
from PS(q)s
PS(q)s and TS(q)
TS(q) are received.
received. As
the
the underlying network
network provides
provides reliable in-order
in-order delivery,
livery, it is
is guaranteed
guaranteed that no more local messages
messages will
Sold( 0) after all
be sent
sent to
to VVSold(o)
all acknowledgements
acknowledgements are received.
ceived.
S3:
S3: VSold(O)
VSold(o)sends
sends to
to VSnew(O)
VSnew(o) the whole
whole Participating Server Table
Table (PST)
(PST) followed
followed by unprocessed result
sult fragments
fragments and unprocessed focal
focal updates.
updates.

Snew (0)
S4:
VSnew
(0) starts
starts to execute.
execute.
S4: The
The assembler
assembler operator
operator in V
The
VSold(o) are
The unprocessed data forwarded
forwarded from
from VSold(O)
processed
PS(q)s
processed before the
the buffered data sent from
from PS(q)s
and
and TS(q).
TS(q). This
This guarantees
guarantees the in-order execution of
data
data tuples.
tuples. At this
this time,
time, the assembler
assembler operator in
VVSold(o)
Sold (0) can
can be safely
safely removed.
removed.

5.
5. Distributed
Distributed Continuous
Continuous kNN Query
A
A continuous
continuous k-Nearest-Neighbor
k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN)
(kNN) query tracks
the
objects to
to a given focal
focal object continuously.
continuously.
the k nearest objects
In PLACE*,
PLACE*, the kNN query answer may consist
consist of movIn
ing objects
objects from
from multiple
multiple regional
regional servers.
servers. In this section,
section,
ing
we extend
extend the
the range
range query
query processing algorithms
algorithms to process
we
queries in PLACE*.
PLACE*.
distributed continuous
continuouskNN queries
distributed
associate
The main
main idea
idea to
to process
process a kNN query q is to associate
The
region with q.
q. A search
search region for a kNN query is
aa search region
circular region surrounding
surrounding the query
query focal
focal object.
object. Then,
Then,
aa circular
only the
the moving
moving objects
objects inside
inside the search region are cononly
sidered in
in the
the final
final answer.
answer. By having
having a search
search region,
region, the
sidered
range query
query processing algorithms
algorithms can be utilized for kNN
range
query processing.
processing.
query
It is
is essential
essential to
to maintain
maintain a proper search region
It
(RseaTch)during
during the
the execution
execution of the kNN query.
query. If
If Rsearch
RseaTch
(Rsearch)
is too
too small,
small, there
there may not be a sufficient
sufficient Number of obis
RseaTch On the other hand,
hand, if Rsearch
RseaTchis too
inside Rsearch.
jects inside
large, aa wide
wide range
range of objects
objects will be unnecessarily
unnecessarily prolarge,
RseaTchhas
has to
to be adjusted
adjusted adaptively;
adaptively; a fixed
fixed search
search
cessed. Rsearch
cessed.
region cannot
cannot always
always be optimal
optimal as
as objects
objects move in and out
region
the search
search region
region dynamically.
dynamically. Further,
Further, Rsearch
RseaTchhas to be
of the
updated every
every time
time when the focal
focal object ff moves.
moves.
updated
In section
section 5.1,
5.1, we first
first present the process ofkNN
of kNN query
In
processing extended
extended from
from the range query processing algoprocessing
rithms. In
In Section
Section 5.2,
5.2, we focus
focus on the algorithm
algorithm for obtainobtainrithms.
ing aa proper search
search region for a kNN query.
query.
ing

5.1. Overview of kNN Query Processing
Similar to range query processing, KNN query processof initial plan
plan generation, dising in PLACE* consists of
tributed query execution, query plan
plan updating and query
plan shipping.

5.1.1. Initial Plan Generation Similar to range queries,
focal localization is first carried out to obtain the location
focal
of the focal object ff when a kNN query q arrives the querying server QS(q).
QS(q). Next, QS(q)
QS(q) calculates an initial search
Rsearch for q. The algorithm of
of calculating RseaTch
Rsearch
region RseaTch
Rsearch as query
will be given in Section 5.2. By taking RseaTch
of initial plan generation is similar to
range, the rest process of
the range query process in Section 4.1. In this phase, the assembler operator is generated in QS(q)
QS(q) and local plans are
P S (q) s that are regional servers overlapping
established
established in PS(q)s
Rsearch'
with Rsearch.
5.1.2. Distributed Query Execution A PS(q) computes
Rsearch and are nearup to k local objects that are within RseaTch
answer. The local answer is updated continest to f as local answer.
QS(q) incrementally.
incrementally. This is the same
uously and is sent to QS(q)
QS(q)
as range query execution discussed in Section 4.2. QS(q)
then stores the local results in the PST of
of q's assembler opobj List is maintained in
erator.
erator. Additionally, an object list objList
the assembler operator. objList sorts all local answer objects based on their distance to the focal object. The first k
objects in objList
obj List are returned as query answer.

5.1.3. Query Plan Updating kNN query updating may
happen in three cases:
cases: (1) a new location off
of f forces a movement of RseaTch.
Rsearch. In this case, objList is re-sorted based on
the new location of focal object and the query answer is updated to the first k objects in objlist.
obj List. Meanwhile, RseaTch
Rsearch
needs to move with the focal object. (2) The total number of
of
objects within RseaTch
Rsearch is less than k. In this case, RseaTch
Rsearch
has to expand until it contains at least k objects. (3) The total number of objects within RseaTch
Rsearch is significantly
significantly greater
Rsearch can shrink to reduce processing
than k. In this case, RseaTch
cost. In Section
Section 5.2, the algorithm for updating RseaTch
cost.
Rsearch is
applicable to all the three cases. After obtain a new RseaTch,
Rsearch,
applicable
range query updating algorithms
algorithms in Section 4.3 can be applied to kNN queries directly by taking the new RseaTch
Rsearch as
the updated query range.
5.1.4. Query Plan Shipping The handoff procedure and
n Section 4.4
query plan shipping algorithms
algorithms presented iin
work for kNN queries as well.

5.2. Calculating Search Region
5.2.
Table 3 gives CalcSearchRegion(),
CalcSearchRegionO, the function calculating a search region for a kNN query. This function can be

called to obtain an initial search region or to update an exfocal object moves. Besides, this
isting search region when focal
T seconds to adjust the search refunction is called every T
function
gion periodically.
periodically.
This function starts by getting m, the number of objects inside objList,
objlist, and oldRadius, the radius of previous search region (Steps 1 and 2). Then three cases can be
= O.
0. In this case,
distinguished (Steps 3, 4 and 5). (1) m =
the function
function asks
asks VS(f)
VS( f ) to process the kNN query locally
and then obtains the local kkth
th NN from VS(f). The radius
dius of new search region is set as the distance between
from VS(f); This
the focal object and the local kkth
th NN from
"tight" in later calls of
radius will be adjusted to be more "tight"
CalcSearchRegion() when m changes. (2) 0 < m < k.
CalcSearchRegionO
assuming
In this case, the search region needs to expand. By assuming
that all objects are uniformly distributed
distributed in space,
space, it is expected that kk objects can be found in the new search region
if the radius of previous search region is expanded by a facfac-

1'fi.
£.

Note that the new radius is further expanded
expanded by
tor of
an expanding factor a.
a . The purpose of having the expandexpandfound
ing factor is to be more confident that kk objects can be found
in the new search region.
region. Therefore, the search region is fifi-

CalcSearchRegion(u
, ~ b j L i ~ t , k , R ~ ~ ~ ~
Function CalcSearchRegion(
u f,objList,k,RseaTch_old,a)
INPUT:
uf :current location offocal
of focal objectf
object f
INPUT: uf:
objList:
objlist: object list sorted on the distance to uuff
k: the number of
of required NNs
Rsearch-old:
RseaTch_old: previous search region
a: expanding
expandingfactor to search region
objlist;
1 m = the number of objects in obj
List;
2 oldRadius =
RseaTch_old;
= newRadius =
= radius
radius of Rsearch-old;
If (m== 0)
3 If(m==0)
3.1
o, the local kkth
o f1
f from VS(f);
VS(f);
3.1
Request 0,
th NN of
= 111
11 f -011;
- 011;
3.2
newRadius =
if (m < k)
4 Else if(m
4.1
4.1
5
5.1
5.1
5.2

6
7
7.1
7.1

= (1
(l+a).oldRadius
newRadius =
+a)·oldRadius .

1'&;
£;

Elseif(m»k)
Elseif(m>>k)
AnswerRadius =
= 111
11 f -- kkth
i n objList
objlist II;
11;
AnswerRadius
th object in
(l+a).AnswerRadius;
newRadius = (1+a)·AnswerRadius;
Rsearch-new
= a circle focused
focused at uuff with newRadius;
RseaTch_new =
If Rsearch-new
RseaTch_new is different than Rsearch-old
RseaTch_old
Call RangeA~~emUpd(R,~~,~h.~~~,
RangeAssemUpd(RseaTch_new, PST, RST);

Table
Table 3. Calculate Search
Search Region
Region

1'6.
£.

(l+a).oldRadius
>>
adjusted to (1
nally adjusted
+a)·oldRadius .
(3) m >
> k.
save processIn this case, the search region may shrink to save
search scope is set as the radius
ing cost. The radius of new search
foof current answer set, that is, the distance between the focal object and the kkth
th NN. Similar to case 2, the new radius
a . Finally, the new search
is further expanded by a factor of a.
6). If
region is obtained based on the calculated radius (Step 6).
search region is different from
from the old search rethe new search
gion, a plan update procedure same as for range queries
is invoked to notifies
notifies PS(q)s about the new search region
(Step
(Step 7).
7).

6. Performance Evaluation
distributed spatio-temporal
spatio-temporal data
PLACE* is a prototype distributed
stream management system developed
developed at Purdue University.
University.
experiments, the space in which the objects move is
In the experiments,
a unit square that is evenly divided into nine (3
(3 x 3) square
regions and each region is covered by a regional PLACE
server.
server. Each regional PLACE server runs on a dedicated
Intel Pentium IV machine with dual 3.0GHz CPUs and
RAM. Regional servers are connected
connected with each
512MB RAM.
other through TCP connections.
server, a number of 50,000 local
Within each regional server,
objects are uniformly generated.
generated. Local objects move only
regional
inside the coverage region of the corresponding regional
server. To simulate moving objects that travel among reserver.
gional servers,
servers, a global object generator generates 50,000
distributed and move in the
global objects that are randomly distributed
space. The global object generator sends locaentire data space.

regional PLACE servers action updates of global objects to regional
cording to the coverage regions
regions of the servers.
servers. When sendsending an update of a global object 0,
o, the global
global object genergener0's last regional server to the
attaches the identifier
identifier of o's
ator attaches
server, o's
0's new server
update. If 0o moves to a new regional server,
0's old server and start the handoff procan directly contact o's
Section 4.4. Object locations are updated
cedures given in Section
seconds.
every 30 seconds.
We evaluate
evaluate both continuous range queries and contincontinuous kNN queries
queries in PLACE*. For range queries,
queries, 1,000
1,000
square-shaped range queries are generated at each regional
square-shaped
server. We test with various query sizes ranging from
from 1%
1% to
server.
10% of the area of the entire space.
space. For kNN queries,
queries, 1,000
1,000
10%
kNN queries are generated on each regional server.
server. Various
values of kk ranging from 50 to 500 are evaluated in the experiments. The expanding factor aa of kNN queries is set as
periments.
20% and the time span to periodically adjust search
search region
seconds. Focal objects and query issuer objects
is set as 5 seconds.
of both range queries and kNN queries are randomly sesefrom global objects residing currently in correspondcorrespondlected from
servers.
ing servers.
We investigate
investigate both the system response time and the
communication messages.
messages. To reduce communicommuninumber of communication
overhead, each participating server sends local recation overhead,
second. Multiple result tuples can be packed
sults every second.
in one message. The maximum size of a message
message is set to
1,024
1,024 bytes.
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Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. Plan
Plan Initialization
Initialization Time
Time

6.1.
6.1. System
System Response
Response Time
Time
We
We first
first evaluate
evaluate the response time ofPLACE*.
of PLACE*. The following
lowing four
four aspects
aspects are evaluated:
evaluated: (1) Plan initialization
time,
time, (2)
(2) Answer update response time, (3) Query update
response time,
time, and (4)
(4) Server handoff time.
6.1.1.
6.1.1. Plan
Plan Initialization
Initialization Time
Time evaluates the time spent
to
to establish a query plan distributed in regional servers since
the
the query was issued by a user.
user. Figures 8(a)-8(b) give the
plan initialization
initialization time, respectively, for continuous range
queries
queries and continuous kNN queries. For range queries,
the
the initialization time increases
increases very slightly along with the
query
query size.
size. A larger query is apt to overlap more regional
servers
servers and a querying
querying server needs to contact more parservers. However,
However, since
since local plans at participatticipating servers.
ing servers
servers are
are established concurrently, having more paring
does not increase the plan initialization
ticipating servers does
time apparently. For kNN queries, the initialization time intime
k. According to the algorithms
creases with the value of k.
in Section
Section 5.1, an
an initial
initial search region is calculated by the
in
focal object.
object. A larger k incurs higher proserver containing focal
time in calculating the initial search region. In both
cessing time
this setup
setup time lasts
lasts for less than I1 sec.
case, this

6.1.2. Answer
Answer Update
Update Response
Response Time evaluates the
6.1.2.
elapsed time between the moment when an object update u
is received at
at a regional server and the moment when u afis
fects final
final query answer at a querying server.
server. Figures 9(a)fects
9(b) give
give the answer update response time for range queries
9(b)
and kNN queries,
queries, respectively.
respectively. Note that to reduce the numand
messages, participating servers update local results
ber of messages,
second. For range queries, the time increases with
every second.
query size.
size. The
The main reason is because when query size bequery
comes larger, a querying
querying server receives more answer upcomes
dates per second and yields a longer processing time. Simdates
for kNN
MVN queries,
queries, a querying
querying server processes more
ilarly for
answer updates when kk becomes larger, and thus incurs
a longer answer update response time. However, in both
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query types, this response time is also less than 1I sec for
the realistic parameter ranges used, which is acceptable.
6.1.3. Query Update Response Time evaluates the
elapsed time between the moment when a query 9's
q's focal object reports an update u and the moment when g's
q's
plan has been updated based on u. Figures 10(a)-10(b)
lO(a)-lO(b) give
the query update response time for range queries and lcNN
kNN
queries, respectively. For range queries, the time increases
very slightly (from 75ms to 85ms) when the query size increases from 1I % to 10% of
of the entire space. This is because
all participating servers can update local plans simultaneously after a querying server issues an update request. For
lcNN queries, however, a larger k results in larger query upkNN
date response time. The main reason is because when focal object moves, the objList
obj List must be re-sorted to find the
new k nearest objects. A larger k implies more processing
time to re-sort the whole list.

6.1.4. Server Handoff
Time evaluates the time for a comHandoffTime
plete handoff
that
occurs
when an object moves from an old
handoff
regional server to a new region server. In these experiments,
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11. Server
Server Handoff
Handoff Time
Time

Fig.
Fig. 12. Local
Local Result Communication
Communication Cost

we focus
focus on
on query
query issuer objects as
as the
the most costly
costly assemassemwe
bler operator
operator shipping is
is carried out for
for these
these objects.
objects.
bler
Figure 11
1l(a)
gives the average
average server handoff time for
(a) gives
Figure
objects that
that have
have issued
issued range
range queries.
queries. Three types
types of range
objects
queries are
are studied:
studied: (1)
(1) Non-aggregate queries asking for loloqueries
cations of
of objects
objects inside the
the query
query range (referred to as
as NonNoncations
aggregate in
in Figure II(a»,
1l(a)), (2)
(2) CountO
Count() aggregate
aggregate queries
aggregate
asking for
for the
the total
total number of objects inside
inside the query range
asking
(referred to
to as
as Count()
Count() in
in Figure ll(a»,
11(a)), and (3)
(3) MaxO
Max() agag(referred
gregate queries
queries asking
asking for
for the east-most object inside the
gregate
query range
range (referred to as
as Max()
Max() in Figure ll(a».
1l(a)). As inquery
1l(a), the
the handoff time for non-aggregate
dicated in
in Figure
Figure II(a),
dicated
queries increases
increases steadily with query size.
size. This is mainly
queries
because when the
the query size increases,
increases, the PST
PST of the asbecause
answer objects. TransferTransfersembler operator contains more answer
ring a larger-sized
larger-sized PST old server to new server requires
ring
longer communication time.
time. On the contrary,
contrary, the handoff
longer
times for
for CountO
Count() and MaxO
Max() queries are negligible
negligible comtimes
queries. This
to the handoff time of non-aggregate queries.
pared to
is because
because the PST for an aggregate query contains only
is
aggregated results from participating servers and thus it is
aggregated
quite small.
small.
quite
1l(b)
gives the handoff time for objects that have
Figure 11
(b) gives
queries. Similar to non-aggregate range queries,
issued kNN queries.
issued
the handoff time for kNN queries increases along with the
the
larger, a larger-size PST
PST
value of k. When k becomes larger,
needs to
to be transferred, which incurs more handoff time.
needs

cal query results.
I2(a) and 12(b)
I2(b) give the average
results. Figures 12(a)
number of messages sent per second for range queries and
kNN queries,
I2(a), the
queries, respectively. As indicated in Figure 12(a),
number of messages sent for non-aggregate range queries
increases with the query size.
size. This is because more objects
increases.
reside in the query range when the query size increases.
kNNO queries, the numbers of
of
For CountO
Count() queries and kNN()
sent messages
are
much
smaller
than
that
for
non-aggregate
messages
range queries.
queries. This is because only aggregated results are
sent by participating servers for aggregate queries. For kNN
of messages increases with the value of
of
queries, the number of
k. This is because a larger k results in a larger search region. Consequently, more objects are evaluated as answer
candidates and are sent to the querying server.
server.

6.2. Communication
Communication Cost
6.2.
section, we investigate the communication cost in
In this section,
PLACE*. We focus on two aspects: (1) Local result comPLACE*.
munication cost, and (2) Server handoff
handoff communication
cost.

6.2.1. Local Result Communication
Communication Cost In these experiments,
we
evaluate
the number of messages sent from
periments,
participating servers to querying servers when reporting lo10-

6.2.2. Server Handoff Communication
Communication Cost We evalu6.2.2.
of messages incurred during a server
ate the total number of
handoff
handoff operation. Similar to Section 6.1.4, we focus on objects that have issued queries because assembler operator
shipping is carried out for those objects. Figure 13(a) and
Figure 13(b)
I3(b) give the number of
of messages for range queries
and kNN queries, respectively. These results are consistent
with the server handoff
handoff time given in Figure 11. During a
handoff, non-aggregate range queries and kNN queries inincur larger communication costs when the query size or the
the
value of
of k increases.
increases. On the other hand, the number of
of handhandoff messages for aggregate range queries remains constantly
small regardless of
of query size.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented PLACE*, a distributed
distributed data
data
stream management system for moving objects. PLACE*
PLACE*
supports continuous spatio-temporal queries
queries over
over multimultiple regional servers through the Query-Track-Participate
model. Specifically,
Specifically, we have presented the
the algorithms
algorithms for
for
answering continuous range queries and continuous
continuous kknearest-neighbor queries. Experimental evaluations have
have
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been presented to demonstrate the scalability and effectiveeffectiveof PLACE*.
ness ofPLACE*.
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